Ride Organisers Guide to Calendar Rides 2018-19
What’s Changed
• Parameters around each Brevet Type have been clarified in relation to:
➢ Unsealed kilometres
➢ Over nominal distance kilometres
• Dual homologation of BRM rides, first as BRM, then as BA or BG depending
on the completion time is no longer permitted. In these cases, a Ride
Organiser must now register both brevet types and a rider must elect on
registration the brevet type they are entering.
For all but a handful of rides, there is no impact. However please enter Actual
Distance (not Nominal) for all Brevet Types.
Calendar Brevet Type Summary Table
Brevet Type
Nominal
Distances
Calendar
Entry
Kms Over
Nominal
Over Nominal
Restriction

Unsealed
Surface
Restriction 1

BRM/LRM

BA/BP

BD/BPD

200, 300, 400,
600 & 1000 km
(BRM), 1200+
km (LRM)
Actual distance

50, 100, 150,
200, 300, 400,
600, 1000 &
1200+ km
Actual distance

35, 70 & 100 km 50, 100, 150,
200, 300, 400,
600, 1000 &
1200+ km
Actual distance Actual distance

No extra time
allowance

Extra time
allowed

Extra time
allowed

Actual length
must not
exceed nominal
by the lesser of
10% or 40 kms 2
ie. 220 km, 330
km, 440 km etc.
Must not
exceed 15 kms
unsealed
surfaces 2

Actual length
No restriction
may exceed
nominal by the
lesser of 40% or
50 kms

No restriction

May have up to
40% unsealed
surfaces

Must have at
least 40%
unsealed
surfaces

Mainly single
track and fire
trails

BG/BGP

Extra time
allowed

1

The number of unsealed kilometres can be entered when a ride is proposed or can be changed by a
Calendar Coordinator. Entering 0 indicates a fully sealed route.
2

Where a calendar entry exceeds the BRM restrictions, the RO must offer it first under the appropriate BA
or BG rules, then as a BRM. A rider must then elect on registration the brevet type they are entering (refer
Pages 2 & 3 for examples).

BRM Examples for Over Nominal Distance or Unsealed Surface Restrictions
Over Distance BRM (250 kms exceeds the BRM Over Nominal Restriction)

Correct definition, the same route is offered firstly as a 250 km BA (extra time
allowed, 16h40 time limit) and with an additional 250 km BRM option
(homologated at the nominal 200 km BRM distance with a 13h30 time limit). A
rider can elect on registration the brevet type they are entering for the 250 km.
Over Unsealed Surface Restriction BRM (35km unsealed exceeds the 15km
BRM Unsealed Surface Restriction)

The ride needs to be offered primarily as a 208 km actual distance BA (13h52
time limit) with an additional 200 km BRM option (13h30 time limit). A rider
can then elect on registration what brevet type (and hence time limit) they wish
to undertake the ride in.

Over Unsealed Surface Restriction BRM (running a BG ride with at least 40%
unsealed surface as a BRM)

The ride needs to be offered primarily as a 200km BG (16h00 time limit) with an
additional BRM option (13h30 time limit). A rider can then elect on registration
what brevet type (and hence time limit) they wish to undertake the ride in.
For supported dual BG/BRM rides it is not necessary to offer the same support
for both, given the extended control times for the BG option. Registration
information will need to make this clear. The BG option may also start earlier to
compensate for the extended control times.

